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Abstract. Image classification arises as an important phase in the overall process of automatic image annotation and image retrieval. Usually, a
set of manually annotated images is used to train supervised systems and
classify images into classes. The act of crowdsourcing has largely focused
on investigating strategies for reducing the time, cost and effort required
for the creation of the annotated data. In this paper we experiment with
the efficiency of various classifiers in building visual models for keywords
through crowdsourcing with the aid of Weka tool and a variety of lowlevel features. A total number of 500 manually annotated images related
to athletics domain are used to build and test 8 visual models. The experimental results have been examined using the classification accuracy
and are very promising showing the ability of the visual models to classify the images into the corresponding classes with the highest average
classification accuracy of 74.38% in the purpose of SMO data classifier.
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1

Introduction

Image tagging helps search engines to better retrieve desired images in response
to text queries. Automatic image annotation has concentrated on the difficulty
of relating high-level human interpretations with low-level visual features. The
interpretation inconsistency between image descriptors and high-level semantics
is known as the semantic gap [1] or the perceptual gap [2]. This is due to the fact
that the visual image features extracted from an image cannot be automatically
translated reliably into high-level semantics [3]. A manually annotated set of
multimedia data is used to train a system for the identification of joint or conditional probability of an annotation occurring together with a certain distribution
of multimedia content feature vectors [4]. Different models and machine learning techniques are developed to learn the correlation between image features
and textual words from the examples of annotated images and then apply the
learned correlation to predict words for unseen images [5].

On the other hand, manual image tagging annotation is an extremely difficult
and elaborate task and cannot always be considered as correct due to visual information that always lets the possibility for more individual interpretation and ambiguity [6]. Crowdsourcing [7] has magnetized the interest of several researchers,
since it is a very attractive solution to the problem of cheaply and quickly acquiring annotations and has a potential to improve evaluation of information
retrieval systems by scaling up relevance assessments and creating test collections with more complete judgments [8]. Amazon Mechanical Turk [9] opened a
new way of satisfying the need for large collections of human-annotated data as
presented in the recent past [10] by extending the interactivity of crowdsourcing
tasks using more comprehensive user interfaces and micro-payment mechanisms.
In this paper we get the advantage of the availability of a large dataset
related to the athletics domain created during the FP6 Boemie project [11]
and deal with the experimental evaluation of the efficiency of various low-level
features and data classifiers in modelling crowdsourcing originated keywords. A
set of images was annotated by 15 users using a predefined set of keywords.
Images sharing a common keyword are grouped together and used to create the
visual model which corresponds to this keyword. Eight different keyword models
are created using low-level features and tested with the aid of well known data
classifiers. We have used publicly available tools for the computation of the low
level features [12], [13] and the model creation (the Weka tool [14]) and classified
the images into 8 keyword classes.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed description of the
method we have followed to create the dataset and build the visual models while
Section 3 presents and discusses the experimental results. Finally, conclusions
are drawn and further work hints are given in Section 4.

2

Method Overview

This section presents the method we have followed to model the crowdsourced
keywords. It consists of 3 main steps: the dataset creation, the feature extraction,
and the keyword modelling. The overall procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.1

Dataset Creation

The crowdsourcing annotation was based on a randomly selected set of 500
images taken from a large dataset created during the BOEMIE project [11].
The dataset was manually annotated by 15 users using the MuLVAT annotation
tool [15] with the aid of a structured xml dictionary consists of 33 different
keywords. For our experiments we have selected 8 representative keywords and
for each keyword, 50 images that were annotated from more than 5 annotators
with this keyword were grouped together to create a set of 8 different groups of
images (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. The flowchart of overall method.

Fig. 2. The set of image groups.

2.2

Feature Extraction

Among the possible low-level features that can be extracted from the image
groups, we have chosen the following popular and widely used features:
Histogram of Gradients Features. The HOG features exploit the idea that
local object appearance can be described by the distribution of intensity gradients or edge directions. The image is divided into small connected regions,
called cells. For each cell, a histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations
within this cell is compiled. For the implementation of HOG, each pixel within
the cell casts a weighted vote for an orientation-based histogram channel. For
the current study we have used the implementation proposed in [13] with the
aid of 25 rectangular cells and 9 bins histogram per cell. The 16 histograms with
9 bins were then concatenated to make a 225-dimensional feature vector.
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform features. SIFT transforms image data
into scale-invariant coordinates relative to local features and performs a set of
features that are not affected by object scaling and rotation. Key points are detected as the maxima of an image pyramid built using difference-of-Gaussians.

The multi-scale approach results in features that are detected across different
scales of images. For each detected key-point, a 128 dimensional feature vector is computed describing the gradient orientations around the key-point. The
strongest gradient orientation is selected as reference, thus giving rotation invariance to SIFT features. For our experiments each SIFT vector is quantized
into a 100-dimensional feature vector using k-means clustering.

MPEG-7 features. MPEG-7 visual descriptors include the color, texture and
shape descriptor. A total of 22 different features are included, nine for color, eight
for texture and five for shape. The dominant color features include color value,
percentage and variance and require especially designed metrics for similarity
matching. Furthermore, their length is not known a priori since they are image
dependent (for example an image may be composed from a single color whereas
others vary in color distribution). The previously mentioned difficulties cannot
be easily handled in machine learning schemes, therefore we decided to exclude
these features for the current experimentation. The texture browsing features
(regularity, direction, scale) have not been included in the description vectors
since in the current implementation of the MPEG-7 experimentation model [12]
the corresponding descriptor cannot be reliably computed (it is a known bug of
the implementation software). The scalable color and shape descriptor features
have been also excluded because vary depending on the form of an input object
and can not be used for the holistic image description. Among all MPEG-7
descriptors only the Color Layout (CL), Color Structure (CS), Edge Histogram
(EH) and Homogenous Texture (HT) descriptors are used in our experiments.
The combination of the selected descriptors creates a 186-dimensional feature
vector.

2.3

Keyword Modelling

To overcome the multiclass classification problem and facilitate effective and
efficient learning, each keyword is treated as a separate binary classification
problem. We have followed the one-against-rest approach [16] and we have built
a total number of 8 models, one for each keyword. The feature vectors of each
keyword class were split into two groups, called the training (80%) and testing
(20%) set. Each model is trained and tested between one class and the 7 other
classes. The training and testing set for each model contain the feature vectors
of the corresponding keyword class and the same number of randomly selected
feature vectors of the the rest 7 classes. Keywords models were created using
Weka tool [14]. Since statistical methods have their limitations, particularly in
relation to distributional assumptions and to the restrictions on data input,
we have decided to use artificial intelligence classifiers such as Support Vector
Machines (SVM) and Decision Trees (DT).

2.4

Support Vector Machines.

SVM separates the classes with a decision surface that maximizes the margin between the classes. The surface is often called the optimal hyperlane and the data
points closer to the hyperplane are called support vectors. For our experiments
we decided to use two of the state of the art implementations of the Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), the SMO [17] and the LibSVM [18]. They have been
reported in several publications as the best performing machine learning algorithms for a variety of classification tasks. The performance of SVM classifiers
can vary significantly with variation in parameters of the models. During training we experimented with different parameters and kernels and for each kernel
we built models for several combinations of the parameters, with the Pearson
VII universal and polynomial kernel performing better than the others for the
SMO and LibSVM classifier respectively.
2.5

Decision Trees.

Unlike other classification approaches that use a set of features jointly to perform
classification in a single decision step, the decision tree is based on a multistage
or hierarchical decision scheme or a tree like structure. The tree is composed of
a root node (containing all data), a set of internal nodes (splits) and a set of
terminal nodes (leaves). Each node of the decision tree structure makes a binary
decision that separates either one class or some of the classes from the remaining
classes. The processing is generally carried out by moving down the tree until the
leaf node is reached. Turning to the classifiers, Random Forest [19] and Logistics
Model Tree (LMT) [20] have been employed to model the keywords.

3

Experimental Results

We used the dataset and keyword modelling process described in the previous Section to examine the performance and effectiveness of the created models:
“Discus”, “Hammer”, “High Jump”, “Hurdles”, “Javelin”, “Long Jump”, “Running”, and “Triple Jump”. Fig. 3, 4, 5, 6 show the accuracy of correctly classified
instances for all classes using the various data classifiers. The results shown in
these figures were examined under three perspectives: First, in terms of the efficiency of the various classifiers in modelling crowdsourced keywords, second in
terms of the efficiency of the low-level features to create accurate visual models
and third, in terms of the ability of the created models to classify the images
into the corresponding classes.
The efficiency of the training algorithms is examined through the effectiveness
of the created models, the time required to train the models and the robustness
to the variation of learning parameters. The SMO and Random Forest classifiers require by far the lower time and effort to create an effective model, while
LMT is the slowest classifier among all. In the case of SMO and Random Forest
the learning takes no more than a few seconds for the majority of the keyword

models. Furthermore, the fluctuation in classification performance during parameters tuning is significantly lower than that of the LibSVM and LMT. There
is a significant difference on the performance of the models created using the
individual classifiers. It is evident from Table 1 that SMO is the most reliable
classifier with a total average classification accuracy equal to 74.38%. The LibSVM and Random Forest give the same average classification accuracy with the
difference that LibSVM performs better for the HOG while the Random Forest
performs better for the MPEG-7 features. The most disappointing classifier is
the LMT which has the worst average classification accuracy values. The best
classification accuracy was occurred in the case of SMO classifier using MPEG-7
features and the worst in the case of LMT classifier using SIFT features.
Concerning the efficiency of the various low-level features, the experimental
results indicate that the MPEG-7 features perform better than HOG and SIFT.
The classification accuracy obtained using these features is quite good in comparison with the other two and has average classification accuracy values in the
range of 71.25%- 81.25%, with the lowest value given by LMT and the highest
by SMO classifier respectively. The second more reliable low-level features for
modeling keywords are the HOG that can obtain the maximum average classification accuracy value of 72.5% in the purpose of the SMO classifier. The most
disappointing classification performance is achieved by the SIFT which can obtain the maximum value of 75% only for “Discus”, “Hammer” and “Hurdles”
classes.

Fig. 3. Accuracy of the correctly classified instances using the SMO data classifier.

Nearly all models are able to classify the images into the corresponding classes
with classification accuracy in the range of 55%-95%. The best efficiency is per-

Fig. 4. Accuracy of the correctly classified instances using the LibSVM data classifier.

Fig. 5. Accuracy of the correctly classified instances using the Random Forest data
classifier.

Fig. 6. Accuracy of the correctly classified instances using the LMT data classifier.

ceived when testing models created by images having objects with a well defined
shape such as “Discus” and “Hurdles”. As a consequence, the worst results are
occurred when testing the “Running” and “Triple Jump” because the content
of images belong to these keywords has many similarities with the content of
images belong to other keywords.
Table 1. Average classification accuracy values (%) for the different classifiers.

Classifier
SMO
LibSVM
Random Forest
LMT
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HOG
72.5
73.13
70.0
71.88

SIFT MPEG-7 Overall
69.38
81.25
74.38
68.13
71.25
70.83
69.38
73.13
70.83
61.25
72.5
68.54

Conclusions and Future Work

We present an experimental evaluation of modelling crowdsourcing originated
keywords within the athletics domain. Specifically, 8 different keywords were
modeled using various low-level features and data classifiers. According to our
experimental results, nearly all created models can classify the images into the
8 classes with medium to high classification accuracy. Although there is a significant variation on the efficiency of the various classifiers with the SMO having

the highest performance, a great improvement can achieved when the MPEG-7
features are used. Our future perspectives involve the evaluation of the proposed
method on larger and different datasets as well as the experimentation of additional training algorithms and other classifications schemes. In addition, the
efficiency of more low-level features in creation of visual models will be investigated.
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